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Linear Bar Grilles / Registers are considered as one 
of the attractive air distribution devices used in wide 
range of applications in heating, ventilation, air 
conditioning systems.  
They are designed to suit any kind of fixture.  
LBG are specially constructed for mounting on side 
wall or sill, or at the junction of interior or exterior 
wall corners. 
Frames and blades are made from superior quality 
aluminum profiles for maximum durability and 
ensures un-restricted air flow with greater efficiency. 
Mullion bars across the blades provide additional 
strength and aesthetic value to the product. 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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DESCRIPTION 

Linear Bar Grilles & Registers are 
Multi parallel fixed bar type in continuous 
modular section up to 5 meters long to  
Form linear type grilles. They are  
available in one way airflow pattern for  
zero degree bar deflection and in one or 
 two way air flow pattern for (15˚) & (30˚)  
bar deflection. DLB (G,R) standard widths 
 ranges from 3”to 12” (76mm-305mm). For quiet  
airflow, bars are equally spaced at 12.5mm (1/2”) distance 
Flat frames are standard but curved frames on request can be supplied 
for all models  Mullion bar s across the blades provide additional 
strength. Mitered corners available in various arrangements to suit 
different installations. 

Bar Grille DLBG - 30˚ - 2W 

Mitered Corner (90˚ angle) 

Mitered Corner (135˚ angle) 
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Return Linear Bar Register (RLBR) 

Supply Linear Bar Register (SLBR) 

Supply Linear Bar Grille (SLBG) 

Return Linear Bar Grille (RLBG) 
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Supply Linear Bar Grille (SLBG) 

Return Linear Bar Grille (RLBG) 

Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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For architectural symmetry, our catalogue includes curved 
linear bar grilles. This type is more suitable in umbrella 
shaped roofs/ceilings. 
Inward curved and outward curved linear grilles are available 
which creates an impressive visual impact for wall mounting. 

Curved Bar Grille (Outside Grille) 

Curved Bar Grille (Inside Grille) 
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LBG – 0˚ 
Linear Bar Grille with fixed bar 0˚ 

deflection 

DLBG – 0˚Y 
Linear Bar Grille with fixed bar 

 (special blade) 
0˚ deflection 

DLBG –15˚W 
Linear Bar Grille with fixed bar  

15˚ one-way 
deflection 

DLBG –30˚-1W 
 Linear Bar Grille with fixed bar  

30˚ one-way 
deflection 

LBG – 0˚ 
Linear Bar Grille with fixed bar 0˚ 

deflection 

DLBG – 0˚Y 
Linear Bar Grille with fixed bar 

 (special blade) 
0˚ deflection 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Wall Corner Fixing - Inside (90 0 ) 

Ceiling Corner Fixing (135 0 ) 

Wall Corner Fixing - Outside (90 0 ) 

Ceiling Corner Fixing (90 0  ) 

Wall Corner Fixing - Inside (90 0 ) 

Ceiling Corner Fixing (135 0 ) 

Wall Corner Fixing - Outside (90 0 ) 

Ceiling Corner Fixing (90 0  ) 
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Linear Bar Grille Model : LBG - 0˚ 

   VELOCITY                 :Is discharge velocity measured at face of grille in FPM . 
NC                             :Is for supply without damper and room effect of 8 dB. 
TOTAL PRESSURE   :Is in inch W.G. for supply grille without damper . 
THROW                     :Is for 8’ long supply grille without damper , for 100 and 50 FPM   
                                           terminal velocities respectively. 
Ak                              :Is area factor in Ft2/Ft Run 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Linear Bar Grille Model : LBG - 0˚Y 

   VELOCITY                 :Is discharge velocity measured at face of grille in FPM . 
NC                             :Is for supply without damper and room effect of 8 dB. 
TOTAL PRESSURE   :Is in inch W.G. for supply grille without damper . 
THROW                     :Is for 8’ long supply grille without damper , for 100 and 50 FPM   
                                           terminal velocities respectively. 
Ak                              :Is area factor in Ft2/Ft Run 
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Linear Bar Grille Model : LBG - 15˚ 

   VELOCITY                 :Is discharge velocity measured at face of grille in FPM . 
NC                             :Is for supply without damper and room effect of 8 dB. 
TOTAL PRESSURE   :Is in inch W.G. for supply grille without damper . 
THROW                     :Is for 8’ long supply grille without damper , for 100 and 50 
FPM                                       terminal velocities respectively. 
Ak                              :Is area factor in Ft2/Ft Run 
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access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
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Linear Bar Grille Model : LBG - 30˚ 

   VELOCITY                 :Is discharge velocity measured at face of grille in FPM . 
NC                             :Is for supply without damper and room effect of 8 dB. 
TOTAL PRESSURE   :Is in inch W.G. for supply grille without damper . 
THROW                     :Is for 8’ long supply grille without damper , for 100 and 50 
FPM                                       terminal velocities respectively. 
Ak                              :Is area factor in Ft2/Ft Run 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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